Recently, the small protein α hemoglobin–stabilizing protein (AHSP) was identified and found to specifically bind α-globin, stabilize its structure, and limit the toxic effects of excess α-globin, which are manifest in the inherited blood disorder β thalassemia. In this issue of the JCI, Yu, Weiss, and colleagues show that AHSP is also critical to the formation and stabilization of normal amounts of hemoglobin, even when α-globin is deficient, indicating unique and previously unidentified roles for this molecule (see the related article beginning on page 1856).

Normal human hemoglobin (Hb) formation and function is one of the marvels of human evolution and the process of natural selection. Get it right and you have the best functional molecule ever known to mankind; get it wrong and you have the worst blood disorder known to man – thalassemia. The tertiary structure of human HbA was predetermined by the primary α2β2 globin chain sequence and the subunit association factor (ERAF), in 2002 (3, 4). AHSP, also known as erythroid-hemoglobin–stabilizing protein (AHSP), quite well.

The dimers then rapidly fold to form the functional oxygen-carrying tetramer Hb, the major adult form being HbA (also known as HbA2α2β2). AHSP is not really critical for normal red cell function and survival. The tertiary structure of human HbA was predetermined by the primary amino acid sequence of the globin chains alone. No additional molecules or Hb “helpers” were required for this to occur, or so we thought.

Studies performed more than 50 years ago revealed the apparent relative simplicity of the process of Hb formation (Figure 1A). The α-globin genes, of which two are present on each haploid chromosome 16, produce α-globin polypeptides or chains (apo-α); two β-globin genes, of which one from each parent is present on chromosome 11, produce β-globin (apo-β). These α- and β-globin chains spontaneously combine with heme, an iron-containing moiety, to form αHb and βHb, respectively, which then dimerize as Hbαβ. The dimers then rapidly fold to form the functional oxygen-carrying tetramer Hb, the major adult form being HbA (also known as HbA2α2β2).

The assumption has been that the primary structure of the α- and β-globin chains encoded all of the information necessary for optimal folding and the production of the considerable amount of HbA critical for normal red cell function and survival. The tertiary structure of human HbA was predetermined by the primary amino acid sequence of the globin chains alone. No additional molecules or Hb “helpers” were required for this to occur, or so we thought.

Evidence from earlier studies of the blood disorder β thalassemia indicated that α- and β-globin production by red cell precursors were independent processes. For example, in β thalassemia, β-globin mutations result in reduced or absent β-globin synthesis in reticulocytes; however, α-globin continues to be synthesized in normal amounts (1). The excess α-globin either precipitates in erythroid precursors in the bone marrow (resulting in ineffective erythropoiesis), causing their premature destruction, or is protelyzed (Figure 1B). Alternatively, the excess α-globin binds to the cell membrane of adult erythroid cells, leading to their hemolysis (2). Essentially, disposition of excess α-globin chains also appeared to occur without help from other molecules, despite causing some pathology along the way.

Enter AHSP

These processes seemed reasonable until Mitchell Weiss and colleagues described the first Hb “helper,” αHb-stabilizing protein (AHSP; also known as erythroid-associated factor [ERAF]), in 2002 (3, 4). AHSP is an abundant protein in red cells that binds tightly and specifically to apo-α-globin and αHb (Figure 1A). AHSP binds to two specific helices on αHb at overlapping sites in the same region that interacts with βHb. The αHb-AHSP complex converts αHb to a unique, stable structure, dramatically altered in its 3D state, with its Fe ion configuration changing from Fe2+ to a more stable Fe3+ form (4–9). In the presence of sufficient concentrations of βHb, the greater affinity of αHb for βHb compared with its affinity for AHSP facilitates the optimal “hand-off” of αHb from AHSP to βHb and the subsequent formation of normal Hbαβ dimers and HbA tetramers. AHSP does not react with apo-β-globin, βHb, or HbA tetramers.

Why is AHSP present in such high concentrations in normal erythroid cells? 0.1 mM as compared with 5 mM for Hbαβ. This concentration is certainly much higher than that necessary to interact with the small excess of α-globin that accumulates in normal red cells. Indeed, it has been shown that mice devoid of AHSP (Ahsp–/− mice) have a mild anemia (3), presumably because the amount of apo-α-globin and αHb is normally relatively small. It therefore appears that AHSP is not really critical in normal erythropoiesis in mice (and most of us) — we can get along without AHSP quite well.

New insights into the other potential roles of AHSP in red cells were obtained when Weiss et al. examined the effects of the loss of AHSP in a murine model of β thalassemia (10). The anemia in these mice is much more severe than observed in mice with β thalassemia and intact AHSP (10). The explanation for this observation is that AHSP normally stabilizes at least some of the excess of α-globin produced in erythroid precursors in β thalassemia by forming αHb-AHSP complexes, rendering at least some of the excess α-globin more soluble and stable, and therefore, causing less α-globin precipitation and limiting ineffective erythropoiesis (Figure 1B). Apo-α-globin and αHb are potential oxidants, especially in the absence of AHSP, generating ROS that lead to red cell membrane damage. AHSP provides some protection against these effects of excess α-globin and αHb. However, normal AHSP function is inadequate to stabilize the excess of α-globin in β thalassemia and prevent the severe anemia in mice or humans with the disease.

New functions of the novel helper

Now, in this issue of the JCI (11), Yu, Weiss, and colleagues show that AHSP is a much more adroit Hb helper, facilitating even more important new “twists” in Hb assembly. The authors show that AHSP is
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Figure 1
Hb formation with and without AHSP. (A) In normal cells, the α-globin locus on chromosome 16 and β-globin locus on chromosome 11 produce α- and β-globin mRNA and α- and β-globin polypeptides, respectively, which combine with the heme moiety to form Hb dimers (Hbαβ). Two Hbαβ dimers combine and form the Hb tetramer HbA. AHSP stabilizes and solubilizes newly formed and excess α-globin chains as apo-α-globin and αHb. The absence of AHSP normally leads to a mild anemia due to precipitated unstabilized α chains (not shown). (B) In β thalassemia, there is excess α-globin formation due to decreased or absent β-globin production. The excess α-globin precipitates in the cells and on membranes and leads to ineffective erythropoiesis in nucleated red cells in the bone marrow and red cell hemolysis in circulating blood cells. In the absence of AHSP, the anemia is worse because of the further destabilization of the excess α-globin (not shown). (C) In this issue of the JCI, Yu et al. (11) show that in mice with α thalassemia, there is an excess of β-globin chains due to a deficiency of α-globin, and mild anemia. In α thalassemia in the absence of AHSP, β-globin precipitates in red cell membranes, presumably because the α-globin–AHSP complex is a required intermediate for optimal HbA formation.
important not only for dealing with newly synthesized excess α-globin, but also in the assembly of normal Hb tetramers. In these new studies, Ahsp−/− mice with mild α-thalassemia were examined. This condition is associated with a deficit of α-globin and an excess of β-globin, so no specific role for AHSP was expected to be required in these mice. However, Ahsp−/− mice with α thalassemia were found to be more anemic than either Ahsp−/− mice or α thalassemic mice. If the role of AHSP is only to stabilize apo-α-globin and αHb, why should its absence have any effect?

The authors provide some of the possible answers (11). They show that the anemia in the Ahsp−/− mice with α thalassemia is accompanied by an excess of precipitated β-globin chains in the membrane of erythroid cells (Figure 1C), which are present in much greater quantities than in either Ahsp−/− mice or α thalassemic mice. Thus, AHSP is required for the assembly of normally synthesized excess β chains into functional HbA in these mice. Even the presence of small amounts of newly synthesized apo-α-globin and αHb not stabilized by AHSP results in the inability of excess β-globin chains to be efficiently transferred into HbA in these α thalassemic mice. Thus, without AHSP, excess β-globin and Hb in these mice are more resistant to the severe form of malaria than normal cells (13). The evolution of AHSP may have permitted the preferential survival of these cells. Without AHSP, the thalassemic red cells might not have survived, while with it, they are able to. Thus, AHSP may have evolved to give erythroid progenitors an “edge,” especially when mutations occur that lead to significantly unbalanced α- or β-globin synthesis. Then, throughout evolution, the AHSP-expressing cells with globin mutations may have been further selected to survive because these cells prevented fatal malarial infection.

Also, because of its effects on preventing α-globin denaturation and promoting renaturation, AHSP may provide an additional selective advantage to red cells under conditions of oxidative stress induced by drugs that cause a greater susceptibility to hemolysis. AHSP may also be useful to red cells in iron deficiency in which heme availability is limited and apo-α-globin levels are increased. These functions may represent additional evolution-based roles for AHSP in the stabilization of red cells in the presence of environmental factors that alter Hb’s critical equilibria. No human disease resembling AHSP deficiency has yet been described, although associations between the severity of β thalassemia in patients with variants in AHSP are being explored (14, 15). In a case of a naturally occurring human α-globin chain mutation, in which the binding site for αHb-AHSP complex formation is altered, there is decreased stability of the resulting human Hb (16).

Are there other Hb helpers, be they specific α-globin chaperones or other erythroid-specific or ubiquitous molecules, with which AHSP interacts? It is known that the transcription factors GATA-1, OCT-1, and EKLF are required for AHSP expression (17, 18). How does AHSP interact with these and other transcription factors and intermediates affecting heme biosynthesis and posttranscriptional modifiers in red cells in the process of Hb synthesis and assembly? These and other questions regarding our understanding of Hb regulation remain. We are also still in the dark about what controls the differentiation of nucleated red cells and their enucleation, what regulates the filling of red cells with the desired amount of Hb, and how that amount is maintained until red cell death. Does AHSP function in these events? Weiss et al. (11) have given us a start by identifying an important Hb helper, but there is plenty of room for researchers to discover other Hb helpers and to shed more light on this subject.
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Muscular dystrophies are often caused by mutations in cytoskeletal proteins that render cells more susceptible to strain-induced injury in mechanically active tissues such as skeletal or cardiac muscle. In this issue of the CJ, Han et al. report that dysferlin participates in membrane resealing in cardiomyocytes and that exercise results in increased membrane damage and disturbed cardiac function in dysferlin-deficient mice (see the related article beginning on page 1805). Thus, in addition to repetitive membrane damage, inadequate membrane repair may participate in the pathogenesis of muscular dystrophies and cardiomyopathies.

Given the large deformations of many tissues such as skeletal muscle, it’s remarkable that cells don’t just tear apart. In fact, membrane rupture occurs frequently under physiologic conditions in mechanically active tissues and can be experimentally demonstrated both in vivo and in vitro (1–3). Membrane rupture leads to loss of cytoplasmic components and allows the influx of extracellular ions, thus disturbing the carefully maintained ion balance between the cytoplasm and the extracellular space. To prevent cell death from local membrane damage, cells have mechanisms to preserve membrane integrity and to reseal or repair ruptured membranes. In the presence of high extracellular Ca\(^{2+}\) concentrations, injured nucleated cells reseal within 10–30 seconds (3).

Membrane-repair mechanism(s)

Membrane rupture leads to exposure of hydrophobic phospholipids to the aqueous environment, an energetically unfavorable state. However, the entropic forces that draw the membrane ends together are insufficient to reseal膜brane lesions larger than 1 μm in nucleated cells under physiologic conditions (3), as membrane tension (driven by interaction of phospholipids with the underlying cytoskeleton) slows or completely blocks self sealing. Instead, cells utilize an active membrane-repair process based on active trafficking of endomembrane vesicles to the damage site and subsequent fusion with the plasma membrane by exocytosis, but many of the molecular details of this process remain unclear. It appears that membrane repair involves both a reduction in membrane tension — possibly by local depolymerization of the cortical cytoskeleton — and patch formation. In the latter process, homotypic fusion of membrane vesicles creates a patch at the rupture site that then fuses with the plasma membrane in a Ca\(^{2+}\)-dependent process (Figure 1). Depending on the cell type, the vesicular membrane compartments participating in the repair may include cortical granules, yolk granules, endocytic components, lysosomes, and enzalosomes; the specific contribution of each is not always clear (3, 4).

The active membrane fusion process requires several membrane proteins, including SNARE proteins (a family of transmembrane proteins essential in most intracellular membrane fusion processes) and synaptotagmins (transmembrane proteins containing two highly conserved Ca\(^{2+}\)-binding domains that are thought to serve as Ca\(^{2+}\) sensors; ref. 5). Most recently, ferlins have been identified as a conserved protein family that participate in membrane repair. The ferlin family consists of four different genes that encode dysferlin, myoserin, otoferlin, and Fer1L4; dysferlin-null cells show accumulation of membrane vesicles near the damaged membrane (3, 4).

Membrane disruption leads to muscular dystrophy

Membrane rupture is most prevalent in skeletal and cardiac muscle; up to 25% of muscle cells show signs of transient membrane damage under physiologic conditions (1–3). Higher organisms have specialized tissue and cell architectures that minimize the stress placed on the plasma membrane by directly transmitting forces from the extracellular matrix to the cytoskeleton through dedicated protein complexes, such as the dystrophin-glycoprotein complex, and thus shielding the fragile plasma membrane. Not surprisingly, mutations that disrupt these stress-bearing elements render cells...